The Dynamic Aging Mind: Revelations From Functional Neuroimaging Research.
The conception of the aging mind that emerged from behavioral and structural imaging studies portrayed the mind as a victim of passive deterioration and decline with age, with a few domains of preserved function. The advent of functional neuroimaging has demonstrated that the aging brain is an adaptive and plastic structure that responds dynamically to cognitive challenge and structural deterioration-thus, fundamentally changing views of cognitive aging. In addition, a neural theory of the aging mind based on behavioral data-the dedifferentiation view of cognitive aging-was largely confirmed when neuroimaging technology became available to test it. We argue that functional neuroimaging has advanced cognitive aging theories by creating a stronger emphasis on compensatory mechanisms related to brain plasticity and potential reorganization as evidenced by the resurgence of interest and research in cognitive training research designed to improve cognition through enhancement of neural structures or reorganization of functional circuitry.